IMPACT: FLL TESTIMONIALS
What people are saying about FIRST LEGO® League (FLL):

“

FLL is a wise investment for

BAE Systems because it energizes
tomorrow’s scientists, engineers
and leaders. That’s good for the

Parents

Coaches

“Our older son has always been the average student struggling with math. Since
FLL he has made such a dramatic turnaround in school, becoming top in his
class…he is motivated; he has grasped
and taken ownership of what he is being
taught in school. Our younger son has
always been an A+ student but was getting bored with school. He too now has a
way to channel his energy and curiosity,
try out new ideas, learn in different
ways.”

“Building a robot is only one of the challenges these kids faced—learning to
work as a team is a far greater challenge
and something they’ll carry with them
into their future careers.”

Barbara Gomez de Navarro,

individual student, the community

”

Mexico

Mark Niemann-Ross,
Oregon

Teachers
“Success can come in all shapes, sizes,
colors, and ages. I have been teaching
for 31 years and this is one of the best
programs I have ever seen!”
David Mills,

and the nation.

Technology Education Teacher,
Virginia

Home School Parents
Galen Ho,

President, Information &
Electronic Warfare Systems,
BAE Systems North America

BAE Systems North America
Profile:
FIRST sponsor since 1993
FLL sponsor since 2001
Sponsored 39 FLL teams in 2003
Official Sponsor of NH State
Tournament

“Forming a FIRST LEGO League team is a
natural for home-schoolers. It can be
done in any home. It works across a wide
range of ages and abilities. It is openended, and ties in many disciplines –
science, current events, research,
writing, art and public speaking to name
a few. And it is fun! The whole team is
coming back next year to do it again!”
Chris Hamilton

Sponsors
ArialPhone Corporation
“FLL enables us to be a player in the
community. The kids enjoy it and our
employees get a kick out of it as volunteers. The feeling is that we’re all in this
together.”
Tom Pirelli,
Chairman

Developed and conducts training
programs for coaches and high
school mentors
100+ BAE Systems North America
employees across North America
participate in FLL as coaches, mentors, judges and event volunteers

For more information
800-871-8326
www.usfirst.org
www.firstlegoleague.org
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